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Artificial networks for spatial analysis
Mohamed Amine Benoudjit and Paul S. Coates

This paper tests digital representation techniques
which can be used by artificial neural networks in a
computer-aided design (CAD) environment to analyze
and classify architectural spaces.We developed two
techniques for encoding volumetric data: vertex
representation and feature space representation, as
input for artificial neural networks.We tested how
two different kinds of artificial neural networks,
perceptron networks and self-organizing maps, could
recognize given shapes in these representational
formats.We have found that a one-layer perceptron
can be used to classify shapes even when presented
with input vectors composed of real numbers.These
spatial representation techniques provide a method
for using ANNs for architectural purposes.
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1. Introduction
Space has always been one of the main targets for architectural theory [1]
which has led to a variety of its definitions.This diversity in the definition of
space, and particularly architectural space is mainly due to the fact that each
individual sees and perceives their environment in almost a unique way [2].
The present paper is not an attempt to create a new definition of space, but
it is an attempt to answer the following question: Can simple unstructured
CAD data provide enough information useful for the classification of
architectural spaces into a CAD environment? In order to answer this
question several simple digital representation techniques have been used
and tested with artificial neural networks (ANNs) to show if these easily
available data can be used for the purpose of clustering architectural spaces.
We think that this is important because it could help towards providing
machine recognition in a CAD environment for precedent based design, and
automation of classification of typologies and other artificial vision tasks.
The present paper is divided into six sections.The second section, which
follows this introduction, presents two representation techniques
introduced by March and Steadman [3] for the representation of
architectural spaces in a numerical way. March and Steadman representation
techniques have been selected amongst other techniques such as Hillier’s
[1] ‘justification graph’, or Stiny’s ‘parametric shape grammar’ [4] for their
simplicity and their ease of translation into a digital format for CAD. Section
three provides some generalities on artificial neural networks (ANNs)
including a short description on how they work, and how they learn to
cluster patterns. It also describes the perceptron network, and Kohonen’s
self organised network (SOM) which are used for the experiments in
section six. Section four, introduces cellular automata (CAs) which are also
used for the experiments in section six. Section five presents two spatial
representation techniques which we think could be appropriate to use with
artificial neural networks for the purpose of classifying architectural spaces.
In section six, we will describe several experiments developed to check the
appropriateness of the two representation techniques described in section
5.The last section, the conclusion, reflects on the results of the experiments
and provides directions for future research.

2. Space and spatial representations in architecture
2.1. Lattice representation of space: Modular spaces
‘Modular spaces’ is a method introduced by March and Steadman’s [3] as a
practical way for the digital representation and the organisation of architectural
spaces. It consists on describing architectural forms and shapes out of one
dimensional, two-dimensional or three-dimensional components.These
components allow the mapping of shapes into numerical approximation.While
March and Steadman did not give any particular names to their representation
methods, the names used in this paper are for ease of explanation.
Artificial networks for spatial analysis
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The components used in the ‘modular space’ representation are small
linear modules in a one dimensional space (1D space), small rectangles or
‘quadrats’ in a two dimensional space (2D space), and finally small cubes or
‘cubelets’ in a three dimensional space (3D space).
The linear module components are used in the following manner to
describe forms composed of linear line segments in 1D space. First, all the
lines composing a form are inserted into a linear coordinate system of a 1D
space.The origin of the coordinates’ system is selected in such a way that it is
the same for all the forms to be named (Figure 1).Then, these line segments
are divided into equal segments of the length of the standard unit vector
(standard basis vector) used in the linear coordinates’ system. Finally, each of
the new segments created by the division is given a name which corresponds
to its distance from the origin, and will be used to name the form.
 Figure 1. Line segments
representation using linear module
components. (a) A form composed of
one line segment. (b) A form
composed of three line segments. (c) A
form composed of two line segments.

In a 2D space the representation of planar shapes is slightly more
complex, because it involves the distance between both axes of the 2D
space’s rectangular coordinate system and the shape to be represented. For
the purpose of explaining this representation methodology, the coordinates’
system axes are denoted X-axis and Y-axis with i and j as their respective
standard unit vectors.The representation of any shape in this coordinates’
system is then given as function of the length of vectors i and j (Figure 2).
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 Figure 2. Planar form representation
using quadrat components. (a) A shape
‘A’ in 2D space. (b) The division of
shape ‘A’ in quadrat components. (c) A
matrix like representation of shape ‘A’.
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 Figure 3. Complex shape
representation in 2D space. (a)
Complex shape ‘B’ in 2D space. (b)
The division of shape ‘B’ in quadrat
components. (c) Representation of
shape ‘B’ as intersections. (d)
Representation of shape ‘B’ as union.

 Figure 4. A three-dimensional
form representation in 3D
space. (a) Shape ‘C’ in 3D space.
(b) The division of shape ‘C’ in
cubelet components. (c)
Projection of shape ‘C’ cubelet
components in the 2D spaces
defined by the axes (X-axis,Yaxis), (X-axis, Z-Axis) and (Yaxis, Z-axis). (d) Identification of
the starting point and end point
of shape ‘C’ in the axes defining
the 3D space (X-axis,Y-axis, Zaxis). (e) The representation
matrix of shape ‘C’ 3D space.

March and Steadman [3] used the logical symbols: ,  and ′ to
describe complex shapes.These symbols correspond respectively to the
operation of intersection (subtraction), unions and complement (or
inverse).Thus a shape ‘B’, shown in Figure 4a, could be expressed in two
different ways as illustrated in Figure 4c and Figure 4d.
Describing shape in 3D space is similar to their description in a 2D
space.The main difference between the two methods consists on, as shown
in Figure 4 , the addition of the third dimension.

2.2. Irregular shapes representation: Line segment
representation
The ‘Line segment representation’ method is an alternative to the ‘modular
space’ representation.The line segment representation [3] is a linear
interpolation technique, and consists on representing shapes graphically as a
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chain of straight lines.Those line segments are transformed into vectors
which components are used to describe shapes as numerical matrices
(Figure 5).
 Figure 5. Line segment
representation of shape ‘A’ and
changes on the representation
depending on the location of
the relative coordinates’
system. (a) Shape ‘A’. (b)
Representation of shape ‘A’ in
the coordinates’ system (i, j). (c)
Representation of shape ‘A’ in
the coordinates’ system (i’, j’).

Several problems arise during the conversion of these vectors into
matrices.Those problems are due to the inconsistency of this method as
the resulting matrix will change if the orientation of the vectors changes, if
the starting vector used to build the matrix changes or if the direction of
collecting the vectors changes (Figure 6). March and Steadman [3] noted
those problems but did not provide any solutions to solve them.
 Figure 6. Change on the
representation of shape ‘A’ due to a
change on the method of reading the
vectors Q. (a) Representation of shape
‘A’ with a clockwise reading. (b)
Representation of shape ‘A’ with a
counter clockwise reading. (c)
Representation of shape ‘A’ with
random-like reading.

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
3.1. Definitions
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are information processing systems
developed from the idea of creating a mathematical model of a human brain
in a fairly simple way.This mathematical model is composed of a number of
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brain-like cell units connected in a highly parallel fashion to offer a complex
and powerful processing mechanism.Those units are called units, nodes or
neurons. ANNs are very appealing, due to their simplicity and their ability to
derive conclusions, and meanings from complicated or inaccurate data [5].
Neurons in an ANN are usually organised in layers: an input layer, an output
layer and one or more hidden layers. ANNs are used in adaptive control,
medical diagnosis, decision making, sensor data, pattern recognition, data
classification, speech recognition, adaptable interfaces between humans and
complex physical systems, and many more other applications.

3.2. Neural networks training process
Typically, an artificial neural network needs to be trained before it can
perform any task.The learning process consists on presenting the data to
the neurons in the network’s input layer under the form of vectors (i.e.
patterns). Each of the input vector coordinates X1, X2 and X3 (Figure 7)
are multiplied by the weights of the connections that exist between the
neurons in the input layer and those on the hidden layer (Wi11,Wi12,
Wi13,Wi21,Wi22,Wi23,Wi31,Wi32 and Wi33 in Figure 7).Then, the result
of the multiplications is passed on to the neurons on the hidden layer as
inputs. In order to calculate the output of the hidden neurons, the neurons
on the hidden layer proceed to the summation of their inputs (the results
of the multiplication of the inputs coordinates by the input neurons
weights), and then, as for the hidden layer, the output of the hidden layer
neurons is multiplied by the weights of the connections which exist
between the hidden and the output layer neurons (Wj11,Wj12,Wj13,Wj21,
Wj22,Wj23,Wj31,Wj32 and Wj33 in Figure 7).The sums of the added
multiplications for each neuron in the output layer are calculated to
determine the output of the network (Y1,Y2 and Y3 in Figure 7).
 Figure 7.Weight connections for a
network with 3 x 3 nodes.
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Once the training is over, all the output vectors generated by the
network are compared to desired vectors (i.e. targets).The difference
between targets and output vectors, referred to as the ‘error of the
network’, is calculated, and if it is higher than a predefined threshold, it is
propagated back to all the neurons in the network.The learning process is
repeated over and over until the error between the network outputs and
targets is below the predefined threshold.
ANNs exist in two different flavours; supervised and unsupervised
networks.The main difference between these two types is while a
supervised ANN is presented with both inputs and target patterns during
training, an unsupervised network is only presented with input patterns. For
the experiments described in section 6, we have selected two types of
neural networks; the perceptron for the supervised learning, and Kohonen’s
self organised map (SOM) [6] for the unsupervised learning. Both those
networks are described in section 3.3 and section 3.4 respectively.

3.3. Perceptron network
The perceptron network, or perceptron for short, was invented in 1958 by
the psychologist Frank Rosenblatt based on the processing unit invented by
McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 [7-9].The idea behind the perceptron was driven
by the wish to create a machine which shows learning capacities similar to
the ones found on a human brain, and the result was a network that can
simulate the human brain associative memories.When it comes to the
architecture of the perceptron, the ANNs’ literature is inconsistent regarding
the exact number of layers. Dayhoff [8] claims that the perceptron is a one
layer network, and therefore, the perceptron has an input layer and an output
layer only (Figure 8a). She also claims that it is possible to add more layers to
the perceptron under the form of hidden layers, but this will be pointless
because those additional layers will not adapt (learn).
(a)

 Figure 8.The perceptron
architecture. (a) An example of
a perceptron without hidden
layers. (b) An example of a
perceptron with one hidden
layer.
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In the opposite side as illustrated in Figure 8b, Fausett [9] describes the
perceptron as a network that has three layers; sensory units, associator
units and response units; in other words, input neurons, hidden neurons and
output neurons.The perceptron architecture used for the experiments in
the present paper is a one layer perceptron with only an input and an
output layer as described by Dayhoff [8].

3.4. Self-organised map network (SOM)
Self-organised map networks (SOMs) are very efficient mathematical models
for the analysis and the classification of relationships between objects.The
representation of those relationships is usually displayed under the form of
a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional map [6].The learning process in a
SOM, (Figure 9) is based on a competitive learning between the network’s
neurons.The learning occurs in three phases: An input pattern is presented
to the network at (t=0).Then, the SOM scans through its neurons to find
the winner neuron (t=1) which weights’ matrix closely matches the input
pattern. After each learning iteration, the winner’s weights matrix is updated
by a positive value, and the neurons on the vicinity of the winner have also
their weights matrices updated by a fraction of the winner’s weight update
(t=m).The area defined as the vicinity of the winner is reduced during
training after each learning sweep.

 Figure 9. Competitive learning in a
SOM network.

4. Cellular automata
A cellular automaton (CA system) is a collection of cells on a grid, which
evolves through a number of discrete time steps according to a set of rules.
The rules are based on the state of each cell (dead or alive) on a CA
system been dependent on the state of its neighbouring cells. A CA system
can be either unidirectional (a line) in which case each cell has one or two
neighbours (Figure 10); bidirectional (a flat grid) where cells have three to
eight neighbours; or it can be represented as a 3D grid with cells having
between seven and 28 neighbours.
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 Figure 10. Cellular Automata [10].

5. Spatial representations to use with anns
Before moving into the description of the different representation modes, we
shall introduce three new terms:‘representation grid’,‘representation matrix’
and ‘representation vector’ (Figure 11).A representation grid is a grid that
will be used for the extraction of binary data from a form or a shape (Figure
11a).A representation matrix is a matrix containing the binary values
extracted from the binary representation grid such as shown in Figure 11b,
or it could be extracted from a three-dimensional representation lattice
composed of an N number of planar representation grids.A representation
vector is a linear representation of a representation matrix as illustrated in
Figure 11c.A representation vector is preferable to a representation matrix
because it has the form of an artificial network input pattern.
 Figure 11. (a) Representation grid.
(b) Representation matrix. (c)
Representation vector.

5.1.Vertex representation
The vertex representation mode uses the geometries of the objects
composing space to generate its representation vectors.Those
representation vectors are built out of the coordinates of the vertices of
the objects composing space. As illustrated in Figure 12, the first step on
generating a representation vector in this representation mode consists on
selecting all the objects composing space (Figure 12b).These objects will be
referred to as ‘spatial components’. After selecting those spatial
components, an iterative process starts aiming to extract the vertices from
each of these components (Figure 12c). For instance, the space illustrated
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on Figure 12a is composed of five boxes. Each of these boxes has eight
vertices on an Euclidian space, and each vertex is composed of three
coordinates.This leads to a total of 130 (5 x 8 x 3) coordinates for the
representation vector (Figure 12d).
 Figure 12. Process of building a
representation vector in the vertex
representation mode. (a) Space as a
collection of 3D objects (spatial
components). (b) Space’s components
are selected to build its representation
vector. (c) Extracting the vertices of
the 3D objects composing space. (d)
Extracting the coordinates from the
space vertices to generate a space
representation vector.

5.2. Feature space representation
Generally speaking, a feature of an object is one of its characteristics that
can be measurable. Hence, feature space representation is a method which
consists on setting a ranking system (i.e. a measuring system) to express
numerically spatial qualities.This ranking system is broad and flexible, which
means any of the space characteristics could be used to build a
representation vector.Those qualities could be objective and easily
measurable with an appropriate device such as daylight intensity, thermal
insulation and energy saving, or they could be subjective and left to a human
being to evaluate them such as comfort or aesthetics criteria. Usually,
subjective features are quite difficult to evaluate because they depend on
who is measuring them.

6. Experiments
This section will describe the experiments undertaken to test the modes of
representation described in section 5 with artificial neural networks. Some
of the tests were conducted with both perceptron and SOM networks;
others have so far only been conducted with the perceptron only or the
SOM network only.

Artificial networks for spatial analysis
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6.1 SOM and vertex representation
The first series of experiments with the vertex representation was aimed to
help gain a better understanding of neural networks in general and SOM in
particular. Several SOM configurations have been used, i.e. two-dimensional
SOMs (2D-SOM), and three-dimensional SOMs (3D-SOM).
The first test we made was a mere replication of one of Kohonen’s
experiments with self-organised maps ([6] page 114, Figure 3.6.).This
experiment, shown on Figure13, consists of illustrating the different phases a
SOM network goes through in order to recognise the boundaries of a
square.
 Figure 13. Learning stages of a 2DSOM after a random start ([6] pp
114).

In our experiment, the rectangle boundaries are defined by points
belonging to the edges of the square.The initial number of points in each of
the square’s edge was 20 (Figure 14), then was reduced gradually to two
points which coincide with the number of vertices in each edge (Figure 14
to 17).
 Figure 14. 2D-SOM’s training
iterations when trained to recognise a
square shape where the edges of the
square are represented by 20 vertices.

 Figure 15. 2D-SOM’s training
iterations when trained to recognise a
square shape where the edges of the
square are represented by 12 vertices.

 Figure 16. 2D-SOM’s training
iterations when trained to recognise a
square shape where the edges of the
square are represented by 6 vertices.
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 Figure 17. 2D-SOM’s training
iterations when trained to recognise a
square shape where the edges of the
square are represented by 2 vertices.

The uneven distribution in the last experiment, where the square was
represented with only four vertices (Figure 17), is due to a high number of
neurons in the network in comparison with the number of input vectors
which in this case is limited to 4 vectors.The experiment on Figure 18 is
the same as the previous experiments except that this time we tested the
SOM with a free form shape.
 Figure 18. 2D-SOM’s training
iterations when trained to recognise a
free form shape.

The second test or experiment we called the Magic Carpet [11] and
was our first try to use SOM as a mean of graphical representation of real
world objects. Peng and Shamsuddin [12] initial study on artificial networks,
has demonstrated through a series of tests the abilities of multilayer feedforward neural network to reconstruct objects from the variations on their
Z-coordinates. In our test (Figure 19), the main idea was to use a 2D-SOM
as a display tool, where the winner neurons are moved closer to the targets
during the weights adjustment phase.
 Figure 19.The magic carpet example
and its learning iterations.

The program starts at (t=0), by generating a 2D-SOM mesh, with four
spheres below the mesh and three spheres above it.The spheres’ centres
are interpreted as vertices by the SOM and are used as such as input
patterns.The training of the network starts at (t=1) and continue until
(t=13). During this time, the 2D-SOM adjusts its shape to accommodate the
spatial configuration defined by all seven spheres.This way of using a 2DSOM could be a very quick and efficient for generating three-dimensional
terrains out of topographical maps.
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The third and last experiment with SOMs and vertex representation was
an attempt to build a cognitive tool for the classification of architectural
spaces based on their geometrical similarities and differences.To achieve this
aim, two SOMs were used.The program designed for this experiment starts
by generating randomly 12 spatial configurations, with each spatial
configuration formed of three boxes of random sizes.Then, these spatial
configurations are presented to a three-dimensional SOM (3D-SOM) for
analysis and extraction of their spatial qualities.This corresponds to “step 1”
on Figure 20.The 3D-SOMs are trained using the coordinates of the
vertices of the boxes composing each spatial configuration.

After the training of the 3D-SOMs is over, the program collects the
spatial coordinates of all the neurons composing the 3D-SOMs, and uses
them to build the input matrices for the training of the classification map
(2D-SOM).This phase corresponds to the step 2 on Figure 20. In parallel to
this phase, and in order to ease the visual reading of the networks, each 3DSOM has been wrapped with 3D implicit surfaces designed using the
marching cube algorithm (step 3 – Figure 20). Finally, the prototype builds
three similar classification maps, where geometrically speaking similar spaces
are located close to each other, and different spaces are located far away
from each other.
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 Figure 20. Kohonen’s maps for space
classifications.
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6.2 Perceptron and vertex representation
ANNs are amazing tools because they demonstrate some of the
characteristics proper to human intelligence. Furthermore, they have the
ability to extend their expertise to situations that they have not been
programmed or trained to deal with.This feature of artificial networks lead
us to try to define the degrees of abstraction needed for a neural network
to recognise space. In other words, can an ANN recognizes and classify
buildings with all their complexities and irregularities if it has only been
trained to recognise simple three-dimensional objects? Second, how
complex should an artificial network be to be able to classify architectural
spaces?
In attempt to answer these two questions, experiments were conducted
with the simplest existing artificial network: the one layer perceptron (P_1L)
The experiments were planned to begin with simple geometrical shapes
(such as 3D T-shapes and C-shapes), then moved gradually to more complex
shapes such as proper architectural buildings, because this way it will be
easy for us human beings to judge the performance of the ANNs under
test.The first training set was composed of 238 objects divided as shown in
Table 1 between three-dimensional Rectangular shapes, Square shapes,Tshapes, C-shapes, S-shapes, O-shapes, H-shapes, and finally L-shapes. A
sample of the objects composing the training pool is shown in Figure 21.
The reasons of selecting this type of simplified geometries over proper
architectural buildings are: First, simplified geometries are easier for us
human beings to compare and classify.Therefore, they make the task of
accessing the performance of the perceptron straightforward. Second, as the
main aim of the tests is to proof or deny a concept (i.e. to check if the
proposed digital representation modes are any good), simplified geometries
are better because their simplicity reduces drastically the time necessary to
train the perceptron as well as testing it.
 Table 1:The 238 objects
composing the 238 samples
training pool.

Object category
Rectangle
Square
L-shape
T-shape
H-shape
C-shape
S-shape
O-shape

Number of sample by category
25
34
19
39
27
25
34
35

The perceptron was trained with this training set for 20000 loops
(sweeps).The number 20000 was selected because it was thought to be
large enough to allow the network to converge.The expectations of the
perceptron to converge to a state where it could classify correctly the
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 Figure 21. A sample showing some
of the three-dimensional solids
composing the 238 samples training
set.

objects composing the training pool were very low, because all the
researches and the experiments with the perceptron described in the
ANN’s literature use binary input and output patterns instead of real
number patterns.We were pleasantly surprised by the performance of the
perceptron. After training, the perceptron was capable of classifying
correctly 60 to 70% of the objects composing the training pool depending
on the learning rate used for the training. As illustrated in Table 2, all the Sshapes and O-shapes have been classified correctly at 100% no matter the
learning rate value used for the teaching. C-shapes and L-shapes have been
recognised correctly at 95% to 100%. After that the recognition rate drops
significantly to an average between 40% and 60% for H-shapes, and between
10% and 28% for T-shapes.The recognition of Rectangles by the perceptron
fluctuates between a minimum of 56% and a maximum of 100%, while the
recognition of Square shapes was null no matter what the learning rate
selected for training.The none recognition of Squares is due to the fact that
they are much like Rectangles with the only difference between the two:
Square shapes have a square base while Rectangular shapes have a
rectangular base.
Learning rate
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
Average

Rectangles Squares
32%
0%
84%
0%
84%
0%
56%
0%
84%
0%
88%
0%
56%
0%
76%
0%
100%
0%
73%
0%

L-shapes
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97%

T-shapes
10%
18%
18%
15%
28%
10%
10%
18%
08%
13%

H-shapes
41%
48%
48%
52%
57%
44%
40%
44%
44%
46%

C-shapes
88%
96%
96%
100%
96%
100%
96%
96%
96%
96%

To validate the performance of the network, the same perceptron was
presented with a new testing pool composed of 400 shapes divided equally
between three-dimensional Rectangular shapes, Square shapes,T-shapes, Cshapes, S-shapes, O-shapes, H-shapes, and L-shapes. Here again the
perceptron showed an aptitude at classifying the objects composing the
testing pool correctly.The performance of the perceptron dropped slightly
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 Table 2. Average recognition of
the perceptron when presented
with the 236 training pool after
been trained for 20000 sweeps.
S-shapes
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

O-shapes
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Average
58%
68%
68%
65%
70%
68%
63%
67%
69%
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 Table 3. Average recognition of
the perceptron when presented
with the 400 test pool after been
trained for 20000 sweeps.
Learning rate
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
Average

with this new test pool as it scored an average recognition rate between 49
and 58%.This drop on the performance of the perceptron is due to the
small size of the pool used to train it (i.e. the 238 shapes training pool).We
believe that the performance of the perceptron would have been better if
the size of the training pool was larger, and divided equally between the
different types of shapes composing it.The full results of the test with the
400 shapes test pool are displayed in Table 3.

Rectangles Squares
20%
0%
84%
0%
84%
0%
42%
0%
78%
0%
86%
0%
40%
0%
84%
0%
96%
0%
49%
0%

L-shapes
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%

T-shapes
16%
20%
20%
14%
24%
12%
14%
04%
10%
15%

H-shapes
26%
28%
28%
30%
42%
24%
24%
24%
24%
31%

C-shapes
84%
84%
84%
86%
72%
96%
88%
76%
88%
84%

S-shapes
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

O-shapes
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Average
49%
58%
58%
52%
58%
58%
51%
54%
58%

6.2. SOM and feature space representation
This experiment done in 2006 [13] was aimed to test alternative means for
the representation of spaces in digital format. In this experiment spaces are
defined through the propagation of daylight on them instead of defining
them through the coordinates of their vertices.The program in this
experiment draws buildings as a CA system.The outer skin of each CA
system contains few openings (widows and doors) randomly selected by the
program.Those opening are represented on the outer skin of each CA
system by cells which are considered to be alive. Once the program starts,
the inner cells of each CA system change their status from dead to alive, or
alive to dead depending on the quantity of daylight of their neighbours, and
whether their own quantity of light is higher or lower than a predefined
daylight factor.The top left corner of Figure 22 shows a CA system where
all its cells have been updated.
After the daylight propagation algorithm has been run for all the
generated buildings (CA systems), these CA systems are passed to a 2DSOMs and 3D-SOM. Several training criteria have been used. Sometimes, the
state of the cells on the CA systems was used as input patterns. Sometimes,
the intensity of the daylight in each of the CA system cells was the input
patterns. In other occasions, the networks were asked to sort the CA
systems based on the location of openings in their outer skin. Other times,
the classification was based on all the parameters just cited.The bottom left
corner of Figure 22 shows what the indoor of a CA system looks like when
the CA system cells with daylight intensity higher than a user defined
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daylight factor have be turned into voids. Figure 22 shows also on its right
side a 2D and a 3D classification map.
Overall, the result of this experiment was very promising, because no
matter what were the parameters used to train the SOMs, on the resulting
maps similar CA systems from a geometrical configuration point of view
were close to each other. Actually in the experiment shown on Figure 22,
the 2D-SOM and 3D-SOM were asked to classify eight spatial
configurations, but the SOMs on Figure 22 show only seven.This is because
two of the CA systems were so similar that the SOMs overlapped them on
the maps.

7. CONCLUSION
Artificial neural networks have been intensively used in different domains
for the past 25 years, but their use in architecture remains limited to the
domain of research.The present paper aims to test digital representation
techniques which can be used by artificial neural networks in a computeraided design environment.We have tested two spatial representation modes
(i.e. vertex representation and feature space representation), and although,
this research is still at its early days, overall the results we have obtained are
promising.We have confirmed that Kohonen’s network is a robust network
which can classify patterns regardless of the type of representation used.We
knew that perceptrons as usually used with binary patterns only may
perform poorly, so we did not expect good results from testing the
perceptron with the vertex representation mode. Instead, the experiments
in section 6.2 proved us wrong.The recognition rate of the perceptron,
when tested with the vertex representation mode, was high: between 60
and 70% when tested with the pool used to train it, and 49 to 58% when
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tested with a pool different from the one used to train it.We think that the
drop on the perceptron performance is caused by the small number of
patterns used during training, and because the number of patterns for each
category of shapes was not the same.
Our plan of action for the future is divided into three. First, we would
like to finish testing the perceptron and SOM with other representation
modes that have not been tested yet. Second, we want to repeat the tests
with the two representation modes tested in this paper, plus other
representation modes but this time with different training pools (i.e. smaller
and bigger pools of shapes) and compare the results to the one obtained
with the 238 shapes eight categories training pool. Last, we want to repeat
the tests again but this time with training and testing pools composed with
proper architectural buildings.This last step will allow us to test the
representation modes with real life examples and amend them accordingly if
necessary.
We know that testing the proposed digital representation modes with
just two ANNs is not enough to draw a solid conclusion considering that
there are over one hundred types of networks. But nevertheless it should
provide a solid ground for further research.
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